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Abstract

The metaphors of autonomous agents and agent societies have the potential to make

a signi�cant impact on the processes of analysis� design� and development of complex

software systems on the Internet� In this chapter� we concentrate predominantly on

agent societies� and show how work on coordination models and technologies provides

a powerful framework for the engineering of Internet�based� multi�agent systems� First�

we introduce the concepts of agent� multi�agent system� and agent�oriented software

engineering� and highlight the speci�c issues that arise when we take the Internet as

the environment that agents inhabit� We then provide a brief survey of the state of the

art in the area of agent�oriented methodologies� paying particular attention to the Gaia

methodology for agent�oriented analysis and design� Gaia was originally conceived for

benevolent agents inhabiting closed systems� However� to broaden its scope� we show

how insights from the area of coordination models can be incorporated in order to make

it more suitable for developing Internet�based applications�

Published as Chapter �� in the Book� Coordination of Internet Agents� Models� Technolo�
gies and Applications� A� Omicini� F� Zambonelli� M� Klusch� R� Tolksdorf �Eds��� Springer�
�����
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� Introduction

Agent�based computing 	��� �
� ��� is rapidly emerging as a powerful technology for the de
velopment of complex software systems� synthesising contributions from many di�erent re
search areas� including arti�cial intelligence� software engineering� robotics� and distributed
computing� Developing applications in terms of autonomous software agents that exhibit
proactive and intelligent behaviour� and that interact with one another in terms of highlevel
protocols and languages� leads to a new programming paradigm� This paradigm� which we
term agent�oriented software engineering� is well suited to tackling the complexity of to
day�s software systems� Firstly� today�s software systems are required to deal with complex
and unpredictable execution environments which objectoriented languages and applications
seem unable to model and tackle in a natural and clean way 	��� The Internet is probably
the most complex and unpredictable environment that application designers have to face
today� and Internet applications are arguably the most important area in which the agent
paradigm can ful�ll its potential� Secondly� the abstraction level de�ned by the agentbased
approach is higher than that of the objectoriented paradigm� as the behaviour of agents
more closely re�ects that of the human beings whose work they are delegated to perform
and�or support�

By dint of being a new programming paradigm� the development of agentbased appli
cations implies new programming abstractions and techniques� This necessity is born out
by the signi�cant body of research that has been undertaken in de�ning and developing
new models and systems for building agentbased� and multiagent� systems� These e�orts
include problems related to the de�nition of suitable architectures for agents 	���� agent
communication languages 	��� ���� coordination model for agents 	��� ��� as well as models
for the speci�cation and veri�cation of multiagent systems 	��� However� the development
of complex multiagent systems requires not only new models and technologies� but also
new methodologies to support developers in an engineered approach to the analysis and
design of such systems� This need is especially pressing if multiagent systems are to break
out of being a niche technology used by the few� to something that is part of the armoury
of a mainstream software engineer�

In the last few years� several attempts have been made to develop agent�oriented mod�
elling techniques and methodologies 	��� ���� However� none of these techniques can yet
be regarded as a comprehensive methodology for the analysis and design of multiagent
systems� The Gaia methodology 	��� is one of the few attempts that is speci�cally tai
lored to the analysis and design of multiagent systems and that deals with both the micro
�intraagent� level and the macro �interagent� level of analysis and design� However� Gaia�
as it presently stands� is not a general methodology for all kinds of multiagent system�
Rather� it is intended to support the development of distributed problems solvers in which
the system�s constituent components are known at design time �i�e�� a closed system� and
in which all agents are expected to cooperate towards the achievement of a global goal�
For these reasons� Gaia is not suitable for the analysis and design of Internet applications�
where openness and selfinterest are key factors�

One of the main reasons why most extant agentoriented methodologies �including Gaia�
are ill suited to open systems are that they conceive all interactions as occurring directly
between agents� This makes it di�cult to enforce any form of control on interactions as
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required� for example� to handle the arrival of new agents into the system or to constrain the
actions of possibly selfinterested agents� From a more general perspective� these methodolo
gies fail to adequately address the concept of �agent societies�� Agents need to be conceived
as populating a society� whose global activities are expected to proceed according to spe
ci�c social laws and conventions� In other words� the proper functioning of a multiagent
system usually relies on some form of global laws that the agents living in it have to obey
when interacting with other agents� For example� the correct functioning of agentmediated
auctions require participating agents to comply to the conventions that rule each speci�c
auction type 	����

In this chapter� we propose the adoption of coordination models 	��� �� as the conceptual
abstraction that can be exploited in the analysis and design of multiagent systems for the
Internet� Furthermore� we sketch how a coordination model can be exploited to make a
methodology� such as Gaia� suitable for Internet applications� The key idea stems from the
fact that a coordination model abstracts the concept of coordination media� intended as
the place where interactions occur� and of coordination laws� intended as the rules that the
coordination media enforces in interactions� Therefore� in general� a coordination model
could be exploited so as to act as the repository of the social laws of an application� which
all agents� having to interact with each other through the mediation of the coordination
media� are forced to respect� More speci�cally� a coordination model could be exploited as
a mediator �so as to enable interactions between entities that do not know one another�� as
well as a global controller for all interactions �so as to control and�if necessary�constrain�
the behaviour of possibly selfinterested agents��

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows� Section � discusses the basic
characteristics of the agent paradigm and of multiagent systems� and motivates the need for
software engineering methodologies for multiagent systems� Section � analyses a number of
methodologies for agentoriented software engineering �paying particular attention to Gaia�
and shows the limitation of these methodologies when dealing with Internet applications�
Section � shows how a coordination model can be used as a powerful framework for the
analysis and design of multiagent systems on the Internet� On this base� section � sketches
a new methodology for the analysis and design of multiagent systems on the Internet�
Section � concludes the chapter and outlines open issues and research directions in the
area�

� Engineering Multi�Agent Systems on the Internet

��� What is a multi�agent system�

The very notion of agent is one of the most debated and controversial in the �elds of Com
puter Science and Arti�cial Intelligence� According to 	���� an agent is characterised by
autonomy� social ability� reactivity� and pro�activeness� Since we are mainly interested in
Internet agents� here� we may think of an agent as an autonomous software entity which in
teracts with its environment �the Internet� and with other agents proactively �that is� by its
own initiative� in order to achieve its own goals �typically accomplishing some information
gathering or dissemination task��

These agents typically represent di�erent users and thus there are many of them in
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The Intra-Agent Viewpoint
(agent’s own purpose, internal structure, technology)

The Inter-Agent Viewpoint
( interaction with the environment and with other agents)

Desires

Beliefs

Intentions

....

Environment

Figure �� Intraagent versus interagent viewpoints

a given environment� Thus� multi�agent systems can be considered as ensembles of au
tonomous agents� acting and working independently from each other� each representing an
independent locus of control of the whole system� Each agent tries to accomplish its own
task�s� and� in so doing� will typically need to interact with other agents and its surrounding
environment in order to obtain access to information�services that it does not possess or to
coordinate its activities to ensure its goals can be met� In many cases� however� a multi
agent system� as a whole� achieves more complex or wider goals than the mere sum of its
component agent�s goals� As an example� in a system composed of autonomous agents� each
looking for computational resources to exploit� a global load balancing of the activities can
be achieved� despite the fact that no single agent explicitly worries about load balancing�
As another example� in systems for agentmediated auctions� the opposing forces of buyers
and sellers �the former attempting to sell a good at a highprice� the latter attempting to
buy it at a lowprice� can naturally lead to a reasonable pricing of goods�

The above perspective typically leads to the conception of a multiagent system as a
society of agents� where the mutual interactions between agents and with their environment
leads to a useful global behaviour� Correspondingly� each agent of a multiagent system may
be observed according to two di�erent perspectives �see Figure ��� from the inside� as an
individual �software� system� with its own purpose�structure�technology �the intra�agent
viewpoint�� and from the outside� as part of a society� interacting with other individuals�
accessing resources� and exploiting the social infrastructure �the inter�agent viewpoint�� The
latter aspect is what makes a multiagent system something of radical departure from more
traditional �software� systems� and is therefore the main topic of interest in this chapter�

More precisely� we may describe a multiagent system by abstracting three fundamental
concepts� �i� the agents� taken as individuals� �ii� the interactions among agents� like
communication acts 	��� ���� and �iii� the mutual dependencies between agents and social
relationships� or organisational relationships 	��� 
�� Clearly� the aspects related to the inter
agent viewpoint are represented by the last two concepts and characterise a multiagent
system as a society of interacting individuals� In particular� we may think of �ii� and �iii�
as two di�erent levels of social interaction� Speech acts and agent communication languages
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	��� ��� ��� constitute the basic elements of interaction� while organisational relationships
provide the conceptual framework upon which each agent �nds a wellspeci�ed position �or
role� in the society� which motivates and structures the interactions among the agents�

It is the organisation of agents that gives a multiagent system more than the knowledge�
competence� and abilities provided by all its individual agents� and represents the value
added of the multiagent approach� In fact� it is possible to change the behaviour of a multi
agent system without changing the constituent agents merely by altering the organisational
relationships between them� Generally speaking� this means that the very essence of a multi
agent system implies that the organisational structures� that is� the societies of agents� have
to be taken into account as �rst�class entities� and analysed� designed and implemented as
such�

��� Engineering a multi�agent system

In seeking to develop an agentoriented methodology� the most obvious point of departure is
to consider objectoriented methodologies 	��� These methodologies have gained widespread
acceptance and use� In particular� the emphasis of such techniques on both encapsulation
and interaction among entities suggests that a multiagent system could actually be built
by exploiting an objectoriented methodology 	��� �� ����

However� objectoriented approaches fall short in supporting the full notions of agents
� and organisations as �rstclass entities 	��� ���� This is hardly surprising since these rep
resent the two main distinguishing features of multiagent systems with respect to object
based systems� Objectoriented methodologies have objects as their basic conceptual model
and therefore have no support for capturing reactive and proactive behaviour� nor for main
taining a balance between the two� Additionally� there is no �rst class notion of an organ�
isational structure in the objectoriented world� Organisation structure in objectoriented
systems is implicit within public and private quali�ers� and the �handles� that agents
have on oneanother� Where entities in systems represent realworld entities that do have
organisational relationships to oneanother� this level of representation is inadequate�

Consequently� we believe what is needed is the de�nition of suitable engineering method
ologies that are speci�c for multiagent systems� These need to go beyond traditional object
oriented approaches by providing explicit support for the notions of agenthood and agent
society�

��� Agent�oriented analysis and design

As with traditional methodologies� agentoriented analysis starts from the de�nition of a
system�s requirements and goals� The application domain is studied and modelled� the
computational resources available and the technological constraints are listed� the funda
mental application goals and targets are devised� and so on� Then� the application�s global
goals are typically decomposed into smaller subgoals� until they become manageable at the
abstraction level provided by the approach adopted�which is when the design phase comes
in�

In particular� when dealing with the analysis of an agent� we are no longer limited
to de�ning computable functionalities� as in procedureoriented methodologies� or sets of
related services� to be encapsulated into an object or a component� Instead� since� by
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de�nition� agents have goals which they pursue proactively and in an autonomous way�
agentoriented analysis must identify the responsibilities of an agent� That is� the activities
it has to carry out to perform one or more tasks� which may include speci�c permissions
to access and in�uence the surrounding environment� as well as interactions with the other
agents in the application� Design is concerned with the representation of the abstract mod
els resulting from the analysis phase in terms of the design abstractions provided by the
methodology� In agentoriented software engineering� this means responsibilities� tasks� and
interaction protocols� should be mapped onto agents� highlevel interactions and organisa
tions�

When assigned to an agent� a task de�nes both its inner structure� in terms of its
environment representation and capabilities �from the competence required by the task��
and its interaction protocol �roughly� from the information required and provided and the
actions to be performed to accomplish the task�� More precisely� an agent will be designed
so as to be able to represent that portion of the environment with which it is concerned
�its sphere of in�uence�� to infer new information from this knowledge� and to act somehow
on the environment� Moreover� its interaction protocols will be de�ned so as to enable
the agent to contact other agents� get from them the information it needs� transmit newly
inferred information to them� and coordinate its activities with the other agents�

One may think that �grownup� objects may be charged with responsibilities� tasks
and complex interaction protocols towards a useful representation of agents� However� this
perspective misses what is peculiar to multiagent systems engineering� that is� the concept
of an agent society� structured according to organisational relationships� When agents have
to live in an organised society� the analysis phase should identify not only the responsibilities
of the agents as individuals� �i�e�� their individual tasks�� but also their global responsibilities
to the multiagent system as a whole� �i�e�� its social tasks��

Individual tasks are associated with one speci�c competence in the system� related to
the need to access and e�ect a speci�c portion of the environment and carry out some sim
ple task� Each agent in the system is assigned one or more individual tasks� and the agent
assumes full responsibility for carrying out assigned tasks� From an organisational perspec
tive� this corresponds to assigning each agent a speci�c role in the organisation�society� Of
course� multiple agents in a system can be assigned the same task�role�

In contrast� social tasks represent the global responsibilities of the agent system� In
order to carry out such tasks� several� possibly heterogeneous competences� will usually
need to be combined� The achievement of social tasks leads to the identi�cation of global
social laws that have to be respected and�or enforced by the society of agents� to enable
the society itself to function properly and accordingly to the global expected behaviour�

To clarify the above concepts� let us consider the problem of engineering a multiagent
software system to manage the review process for an international conference� An individual
task that easily comes out from the analysis phase is picking up a given number of papers�
and taking the responsibility for reviewing them� The task can be de�ned as an individual
one in that it can be easily and naturally charged to a single agent� representing a referee�
A social task� instead� could be to ensure that each submitted paper has at least three
reviews� by three di�erent referees of di�erent institutions� This task requires that a given
number of entities have the competence for reviewing papers� and that they can assume the
responsibility for such a task �an individual one�� However� the task also requires that the
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reviewing competence and tasks are coordinated and organised so as to ensure the required
number and variety of reviews� Therefore� the task cannot naturally be committed to a
single agent� but its achievement involves several of the agents in the system�

According to the above considerations� any methodology for agentoriented software
engineering must provide suitable abstractions and tools to model not only the individual
tasks of agents� but also the social ones�

��� Engineering systems for the Internet

The choice of the Internet as the target environment for the multiagent system has a
number of implications for the engineering of the system�

The �rst consequence of such a choice arises from the nature of the Internet as a global�
distributed� and heterogeneous information system� Many of the activities of the agents are
concerned with accessing� understanding� relating� modifying� and producing information�
Apart from the abilities required of the individual agents� this makes it easy and natural to
design multiagent systems as informationbased systems� where all the activities are inter
preted and modelled in terms of the information required or made available� In particular�
this also applies to the interactions of the agents� As a result� methodologies supporting
this view of multiagent systems naturally �t their engineering on the Internet�

Another feature which is intrinsic to the Internet is openness� One may easily envision
a �not so far� future where the Internet will host thousands of multiagent systems� some
of which interact directly or indirectly� with agents moving from one multiagent system to
another� This makes it di�cult to use methodologies that assume the multiagent system
is closed�that is� that the number and the nature of the agents are known once and
and for all a priori� Rather� the ability to support openness�as a feature� rather than
as a problem�seems to be a mandatory requirement for any methodology for Internet
based multiagent systems� This obviously holds for other typical Internet features� too�
unpredictability� dynamicity� and unreliability� In particular� this is relevant for largescale
multiagent systems� where the absence of centralised control makes it impossible to have
a complete and reliable static picture of the agent�s environment� on which analysis and
design might be grounded on�

Furthermore� the properties of openness and unpredictability mean it is simply not
feasible to make the cooperativeness of agents a basic assumption in the analysis and design
phases� Some agents may indeed be cooperative� accepting goals on behalf of other agents�
for instance� or agreeing on some protocol for cooperative interaction� However� many other
agents will be purely self�interested and will pursue their own goals�

A methodology for agentbased Internet applications should therefore be able to support
the engineering of MAS that incorporates not only wellknown agents with a cooperative
attitude� but also previously unknown agents that dynamically join the system �i�e�� the
agent society� and that are likely to exhibit selfinterested behaviour�

� Software Engineering Methodologies for MAS

This section provides a brief overview of the state of the art in the area of software en
gineering methodologies for MAS� In particular� we detail the main characteristics of the
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Gaia methodology and outline its limitations with respect to dealing with Internetbased
applications�

��� State of the art

A number of di�erent methodologies have been proposed in recent years for modelling and
engineering agents and multiagent systems �see 	��� for a survey��

As already observed� traditional methodologies for analysis and design are poorly suited
for multiagent systems because of the fundamental mismatch between the respective levels
of abstraction� Despite this mismatch� however� several proposals do take objectoriented
modelling techniques or methodologies as their basis� On the one hand� some proposals
directly extend the applicability of objectoriented methodologies and techniques to the
design of agent systems� For example� some proposals attempts to directly apply the UML
notation to represent agent systems and their patterns of interaction 	��� ���� However�
these proposals fail to capture the autonomous and proactive behaviour of agents� as well
as the richness of their interactions� On the other hand� some proposals seek to extend
and adapt objectoriented models and techniques to de�ne a methodology for use in multi
agent systems� This can lead� for example� to extended models for representing agent
behaviour and their interactions 	�� ��� ���� as well as to agenttuned extensions of UML
	��� ���� However� although these proposals can sometimes achieve a good modelling of
the autonomous behaviour of agents and of their interactions� they lack the conceptual
mechanisms for adequately dealing with organisations and agent societies�

A di�erent set of proposals build upon and extend methodologies and modelling tech
niques from knowledge engineering 	�� �� ���� These techniques provide formal and com
positional modelling languages for the veri�cation of system structure and function� These
approaches are wellsuited to modelling knowledge and information oriented agents �as
are found in several Internet applications�� However� since these approaches usually assume
a centralised view of knowledgebased systems� they fail to provide adequate models and
support for the societal view of multiagent systems� The CommonKads approach 	��� at
tempts to overcome these limitations by explicitly introducing into the methodology the
abstraction of agent society� However� this simply reduces to modelling a society as a col
lection of interacting entities� with no identi�cation of concepts such as social tasks or social
laws�

Other models and approaches attempt to model and implement multiagent systems
from an �organisationoriented� point of view 	���� These help pave the way towards agent
oriented methodologies by explicitly conceiving multiagent systems as organisations 	
�
or as societies� However� these proposals de�ne an organisation merely as a collection of
interacting roles� thus failing� again� to deal with the key point of social tasks�

��� The Gaia methodology

Gaia is a methodology for agentoriented analysis and design that makes explicit use of an
organisational point of view� In Gaia� analysis and design are wellseparated phases �see
Figure ��� Analysis aims to develop an understanding of the system and its structure� in
terms of the roles that have to be played in the agent organisation and of their interactions�
without any reference to implementation details� The design phase aims to de�ne the actual
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Figure �� The basic concepts of the Gaia methodology

structure of the agent system� in terms of the agent classes and instances composing the
system� of the services to be provided by each agent� and of the acquaintances� structure�

In more detail� the analysis phase aims to identify what the actual organisation of the
multiple agents should look like� It does this by decomposing the system into abstract
�loci of control�� i�e�� the roles to be played in the organisation� and the way in which
they interact accordingly to speci�c protocols �this� respectively� de�nes the roles model
and interactions model�� In particular� Gaia suggests the following steps�

�� Identify the roles in the system �these typically correspond to individuals within an
organisation� departments� or organisations themselves� and de�ne a list of the key
roles in an informal description language�

�� For each role� identify the associated protocols� i�e�� the patterns of interaction that
are likely to occur between roles�

�� Elaborate the complete roles model and interactions model and� if required� iterate
the previous stages�

The expected outputs of the analysis phase are a fully elaborated roles model�describing
each role in terms of responsibilities� permissions� interaction protocols� and activities�and
an interactions model�describing each protocol in terms of data exchanged and partners
involved�

The design phase starts from the models de�ned during the analysis phase and aims to
de�ne the actual agent system in such a way that it can easily be implemented� To this end�
the design phase has to decide which classes of agents �and how many� have to play the
roles identi�ed during the analysis phase� which services agents must provide to ful�ll their
role� and what is the actual topology of the interactions that �ows from the interaction and
the agent models� In more detail� the design phase involves the following stages�

�� Identify the agent model� that is� aggregate roles into agent types and re�ne� to form
an agent type hierarchy� and evaluate the number of required instances for each class�






�� Identify the services that agents have to provide in order to ful�ll their assigned roles�
by analysing the activities and responsibilities� as well as the protocols de�ned by
each of the roles�

�� Develop the acquaintance model� to identify ine�ciencies in the design and� if required�
iterate the previous stages�

The expected output of the design phase is the actual architecture �i�e�� organisation� of
the agent system� which can then be implemented using more traditional techniques �such
as objectorientation and componentware��

��� Applying Gaia

To illustrate the principles of the Gaia methodology� we will consider how it can be applied to
the task of developing a software system to support the task of managing the review process
of an international conference 	��� Once the submission deadline has passed� the program
committee �PC� has to handle the review of the papers� contacting potential referees and
asking them to review some of the papers by a given deadline� After a while� reviews come
in and they are then used to decide about the acceptance�rejection of the submissions� The
process is essentially a work�ow� the activities of a number of di�erent individuals have
to be synchronised� data has to be exchanged� and each person involved may be required
to perform di�erent activities depending on the global status of the process� The whole
process can be e�ectively supported by means of a multiagent system �as in ADEPT 	�����
which assists with work�ow management�

Depending on the size of the conference �i�e�� the number of submissions it receives��
di�erent ways of handling the review process can be adopted� Let us consider the case of a
large conference� in which the PC Chair does not handle the assignment of individual papers
to referees and in which the PC Members need to recruit external referees in order to assist
them with their reviewing task� In this organisation� the PC Chair can simply partition
the submitted papers and then send one of the partitions to each of the PC members� The
duty of each PC Member is then to �nd three di�erent referees for each of the papers in
their assigned partition� collect the corresponding reviews� and send them back to the PC
Chair� The PC Chair eventually collects and ranks the reviews�

In Gaia� the �rst step of the analysis phase is to identify the roles involved� In this case�
the following roles are easy to identify�

� paper partitioner� in charge of partitioning the papers and assigning the partitions
to PC members according to some criterion �for example� based on load balancing or
competences of PC Members��

� review allocator� in charge of �nding three reviews for each of the papers in a given
partition� and collating the reviews that are returned�

� reviewer� in charge of receiving a paper and reviewing it by the stated deadline�

� review collector� in charge of collecting all the reviews� ranking them and deciding
upon acceptance and rejection�
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For each of these roles� the associated permissions� activities� and responsibilities need
to be identi�ed� The role reviewer� for example� requires the permission to read the paper
it is assigned for review and the permission to write the corresponding review form� Its
activities involve receiving a paper to review� reviewing it in due time� and sending the
completed review form back� Its main responsibility is to ensure that the completed review
form is sent back on time�

The interaction model follows very naturally from the de�nition of the roles� It basically
amounts to specifying which protocols involve which role pairings and what information is
exchanged during the execution of the protocol� By means of illustration� consider the
exemplar protocol that involves the reviewer �as initiator of the protocol� and the review
allocator in which the reviewer checks the correctness of the completed review form and
sends it back to the review allocator�

Having completed the analysis phase� the �rst step of the design phase is to assign roles
to agents �de�nition of the agent model�� In this application� this is a trivial mapping for
most of the roles since the agent model naturally derives from the realworld organisation�
one PC Chair agent will assume both the roles of paper partitioner and review collector�
One agent for each of the PC Members will assume the role of review allocator� Also� PC
Member agents are likely to assume the role of reviewer� for those papers they review by
themselves� Each external referee will be associated to an agent that will play the role of
reviewer �for each paper that he is assigned��

From the agent model� the service model speci�es which services the agent must imple
ment to enable all the roles it has to play to be ful�lled� This amounts to transforming
the abstract activities that the roles have to perform �as identi�ed in the analysis phase�
into more coherent blocks of computational activity� In the case of the reviewer role� for
example� the only required service is the one that starts when the paper is received from
the review allocator and then executes in order for the paper to be actually reviewed� and
eventually sends back the completed review form�

Finally� the acquaintance model is constructed� This model� which simply identi�es
the communications pathways that exist between agents� provides a check of whether the
structure of the interactions in the system are poorly organised� In this case� there are no
obvious bottlenecks since the structure of the agent organisation closely resembles that of
its realworld counterpart�

��� Limitations of the Gaia methodology

Gaia was intended for use in closed systems of distributed problem solvers� in which�

� the organisational structure of the system is static� i�e�� neither the number of agents�
nor their interagent relationships change at runtime�

� agents exhibit globally collaborative behaviour� they have a global goal in mind and
do not exhibit competitive or selfinterested behaviour�

However� these characteristics make Gaia� as it currently stands� unsuitable for Internet
applications for the three main reasons that are dealt with in the remainder of this sub
section� Each limitation is illustrated in the context of our conference management scenario�
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����� No open systems

Gaia requires that all agents in a system� as well as all interaction protocols between them�
are known a priori� However� there are cases� especially on the Internet� in which two agents
need to interact with one another� although they do not know each other at design time
and they do not have a preset interaction protocol for so doing�

In our application example� an external referee may want to rely on his own agent�
well trusted and with a behaviour tuned to his own personal needs�for all its activities�
Therefore� he may refuse to use an externally provided agent and� instead� insist that the
PC member agent interacts directly with his personal agent �in order to receive the papers
to review and to send them back to the PC Member agent�� This type of situation is likely
to become increasingly common as personal agents become more widespread�

In a system designed with Gaia� either the personal agent explicitly advertises itself
and completely complies with the interaction protocols of the PC member agent or no
interaction could take place� For example� Gaia would be unable to model a situation in
which a PC Member agent has to contact an external referee agent to dynamically discover
its area of competence�

����� No self�interested agents

Gaia does not explicitly deal with situations in which interactions are noncooperative in
nature� However� the Internet is populated predominantly by selfinterested entities that
compete to achieve their own objectives� It should be noted that Gaia does not preclude
the development of such systems� Rather� it provides no explicit mechanisms for controlling
or monitoring for such situations�

In the conference management example� if the system design does not account for self
interested behaviour then� �i� an author could make its own agent assume the role of
reviewer for his own paper or �ii� a reviewer could obtain a signi�cant number of papers to
review and thus may exert a strong in�uence over the nature of the conference�

����� No Social Laws

More generally� perhaps the main drawback of Gaia is that it does not identify an organ
isation of agents as a society in which there are global laws that have to be respected by
the society of agents�

As already stated� the de�nition of a multiagent system has to rely not only on the
individual task of each agents� but on the social task too and on the enforcement of the
related social laws�

In the conference management example� a situation in which a reviewer receives too
many �or too few� papers to review should be avoided� However� such situations can be
di�cult to monitor� On the one hand� an agent may be likely to exhibit selfinterested
behaviour and it may also lie in order to review either a lot of papers �to increase their
in�uence in setting the scienti�c program� or a very few �to do less work�� On the other
hand� when PC Members autonomously allocate referees� one has to enforce the control of
how many papers a single referee has received� possibly from di�erent PC Members� The
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enforcement of this control requires speci�c interaction protocols that may impact in the
de�nition of both PC Chair� PC Members� and Reviewer agents�

Gaia� by lacking the abstraction of a social task� does not explicitly model social laws
and� as a consequence� either completely misses them or leaves them implicit in the de�nition
of each agent�

� Exploiting a Coordination Model

This section introduces the concept of a coordination model 	��� and shows how it can
be exploited in the context of designing multiagent systems for use on the Internet� In
particular� a coordination model makes it possible to enact social laws in the system and
to control the execution of foreign and selfinterested agents�

��� Coordination models

In general terms� coordination is the art of managing interactions and dependencies among
activities� and a coordination model provides a formal framework in which the interaction
of a set of concurrent activities can be expressed 	��� ����

In computer science� in its broadest conception� a coordination model deals with the
creation and destruction� the communications� the distribution and mobility in space� as
well as synchronisation over time 	��� of a set of active software entities� whether processes�
objects� or agents 	�
�� However� in most cases� a more restricted �and more manageable�
view of a coordination model is adopted� as the framework dealing with the communication
and synchronisation of a system of autonomous software agents�

From this latter perspective� a coordination model can be thought as consisting of three
elements�

� the coordinables� the entities whose mutual interaction is ruled by the model� e�g��
the agents in a multiagent system�

� the coordination media� the abstractions enabling agent interactions� as well as the
core around which the components of a coordinated system are organised� Exam
ples are semaphores� monitors� channels� or more complex media like tuple spaces�
blackboards� etc�

� the coordination laws� de�ne the behaviour of the coordination media in response to
interaction events� The laws can be de�ned in terms of a communication language �a
syntax used to express and exchange data structures� and a coordination language �a
set of interaction primitives and their semantics�

According to 	�
�� coordination models can be divided in two classes� data�driven and
control�driven�

In control�driven coordination models� �e�g�� Manifold 	���� coordinables �agents� in
teract with one another and with the external world via wellde�ned input�output ports�
connecting the agents� and actually representing the coordination media� The observable
behaviour of the coordinables� from the point of view of the coordination media� is in terms
of state changes and events occurring on these ports� The coordination laws establish how
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events and state changes can occur and how they propagate though the coordination media�
Therefore� the coordination media basically handle the interaction space by controlling how
the �ux of events connects the coordinables and how it propagates in the system� with no
concern for the data exchanged between coordinables�

In data�driven coordination models� �e�g�� Linda 	����� coordinables interact with the
external world by exchanging data structures through the coordination media� which basi
cally acts as a shared data space� The observable behaviour of the coordinables� from the
point of view of the coordination media� is one of entities requesting data �either reading
or extracting it from the dataspace�� The coordination laws determine how data structures
are represented and how they are stored� accessed� and consumed� Therefore� the coordina
tion media basically handles the interaction space in terms of entities interacting via data
exchange and synchronisation over data occurrences�

Although not all coordination models provide for a way of programming the coordination
laws� which are then built into the coordination media� several recent proposals de�ne
�exible coordination media in which the default coordination laws can be changed and
adapted to the speci�c coordination needs of a system 	��� ���

We refer the interested reader to Chapters � and �� respectively� for a more detailed and
formal characterisation of coordination models and for a survey on several controldriven
and datadriven models� What is of interest here is that a coordination model� �whether
data or control driven�� models a system in terms of interagent interactions occurring
occurring via coordination media embedding coordination laws� possibly programmable� to
which all the interactions have consequently to conform� Adopting the above modelling in
the analysis and design of multiagent system provides a means of dealing with some of the
shortcomings of the Gaia methodology�

Although both controldriven and datadriven models can be adopted to handle multi
agent system interactions� dataoriented models have an additional� important� advantage�
In the Internet� in the majority of cases� agents exhibit an �informationoriented� view of
their world �as argued in Subsection ����� Therefore� adopting a datadriven coordination
model� which ensures all interactions occur via shared dataspaces� is a natural choice for
such an informationoriented view of interaction�

The remainder of this section highlights how a coordination model perspective helps
alleviate some of Gaia�s aforementioned shortcomings�

��� Open Systems

When a coordination model is adopted� the coordination media mediates all interactions
occurring between agents� and in�uences the e�ect of the interaction events according to
its embedded coordination laws� As a consequence of this mediation� interagent interac
tions are intrinsically less coupled� for instance� a message sent by an agent crosses the
coordination media before being delivered to another agent� If the coordination laws in the
coordination media can programmed so as to embed any kind of behaviour or intelligence�
the coordination media themselves can provide for a very looselycoupled model of interac
tions� On the one hand� two agents can interact even if they do not know each other� the
coordination media can take care of virtually connecting agents by appropriately deliver
ing messages� On the other hand� two agents can interact even if they are heterogeneous
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in terms of their communication language or their interaction protocols� the coordination
media can handle any necessary translation of messages and adaptation of protocols�

From the analysis and design point of view� the presence of the coordination media
implies that it is no longer necessary to determine all the interaction links between all
the possible agents that the application will meet�which a priori rules out the possibility
of unforeseen agent arrivals�and to de�ne all the possible interaction protocols� Instead�
provided there is an appropriate design of the behaviour of the coordination media� �i� some
of the interaction links between agents can be left unbound� by making the coordination
media dynamically connect the interaction links to agents� according to its coordination
law� �ii� agents do not need to be a priori aware of all possible interactions protocols�
because the coordination can embed the functionality necessary to act as a �translator� in
the interaction between heterogeneous agents�

In the conference management example� and with reference to the protocol involving
the PC Member agent and the Reviewer agent in assigning a paper to review� the design
should no longer consider that the PC Member agent will necessarily have an interaction
link with a priori known reviewer agents� Instead� the design can leave the interaction link
unbound� and the coordination media can be programmed so as to dynamically connect
the link to the agent that will assume the role of reviewer� Then� the PC Member agent
does not have to worry about whether the reviewer agents is a known reviewer agent or an
unknown personal agent of the referee�

��� Self�interested agents

The coordination media� by mediating all interactions between agents� is intrinsically able
to monitor and in�uence all interactions� Therefore� it can also be programmed in such a
way as to constrain the behaviour of the agents during their interactions� for example by
forbidding agents to send a speci�c kind of message to another agent� This can occur either
by simply denying the access of the agents to the coordination media� or by modifying the
semantics of the agents� interactions� for example by forwarding a forbidden message to a
controller agent instead of delivering it to the original recipient�

This characteristic of the coordination media makes it comparatively easy to monitor
and identify the presence of selfinterested or opportunistic behaviours in the multiagent
system� Therefore� whenever these kinds of behaviour are likely to be damaging to the
multiagent system� the coordination media can be programmed so as to �i� recognise the
appearance of such damaging behaviours and� thereafter� �ii� either forbid the access to
the coordination media by the o�ending agent or simply constrain�modi�y the semantics
of their accesses in order to make it harmless�

In the conference management example� a selfinterested Reviewer agent that tries to
collect too many papers to review� can be simply detected by the coordination media and
can be excluded from further executing the interaction protocol needed to obtain papers�

��� Social laws

Since societies of any kind are grounded on the interaction among the individual compo
nents� it seems natural to identify the space of agent interactions as the place where social
laws have to be represented and embodied� The interaction space has to be recognised
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as an independent design space for multiagent system design� and abstractions and tools
are needed to enable agent interaction to be shaped according to the social laws� If the
interaction space is not recognised as a primary abstraction� �as is the case in Gaia�� social
laws have to be left implicit within the de�nition of roles and agents� However when the
interaction space is recognised as the place where social tasks have to be modelled and so
cial laws enforced� a coordination model is the appropriate conceptual abstraction around
which to build a society of agents�

The adoption of a coordination model naturally leads to conceptualising a multiagent
system as a society� in which the individual tasks of agents have to be modelled separately
from the social tasks� The de�nition of social tasks� in particular� instead of being mixed
in the de�nition of roles and agents� �nd an appropriate model in the de�nition of the
behaviour of the coordination media� In particular� by having the capability of monitoring
and controlling all interactions between agents� the coordination media can take care of
enforcing whatever social laws have to be respected by the agent system� in its entirity� in
order for the social tasks to be met�

By considering the conference management example� we can make the concept of social
laws clearer� The review process� to be e�ective and polite� has to be subject to several
laws� For example� an author cannot act as a referee for their own paper� a referee should
not be assigned to review two di�erent papers of the same author� and the workload should
be evenly distributed between the organising committee� All the above constraints cannot
simply be re�ected in the de�nition of a few roles and protocols� Instead� they are likely
to impact the whole organisation of the conference� Therefore� once the social tasks are
identi�ed� the coordination media can become the place where the interactions between
agents are appropriately monitored and controlled� so as to make agent interaction respect
global goals�

� Toward a Coordination�Oriented Methodology

The adoption of a coordination model introduces a further abstraction into the Gaia method
ology that necessarily in�uences the way a multiagent system is analysed and designed �see
Figure ���

In the analysis phase� and with reference to the terminology adopted in Gaia� the char
acteristics of the multiagent system have to be analysed and understood so as to identify
not only the roles to be played in the system and their required interactions� but also the
social laws to be respected by the multiagent system� In other words� the analysis should
clearly identify those aspects of the system that are spread across multiple roles and proto
cols� and therefore properly belong to the multiagent systems as a whole� i�e�� as a coherent
organisation of agents with an expected global behaviour�

The expected output of the analysis phase are wellde�ned role and interaction models�
in addition to a wellde�ned model of social laws� The latter speci�es the social laws that
must be respected and enforced by the system if it is to work properly�

In the design phase� the role model and the interactions model drive the design of indi
vidual agents and of their internal structure �i�e�� with reference to the Gaia methodology�
of the agent and service models�� In addition� social laws� together with the identi�ed in
teractions model� drive the de�nition of the actual expected behaviour of the coordination
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Figure �� The basic concepts of a coordinationoriented methodology

media in response to the interaction events of the agents� Note that� because a methodology
centered around a coordination model leads to an agent system intrinsically open and with
dynamically bounded interaction links� the acquaintance model �de�ned by Gaia� is almost
meaningless�

The expected output of the design phase should produce an agent and a service model
detailed enough for the agents to be implemented �or designed making use of traditional
objectoriented techniques�� In addition� the behaviour of the coordination media should
make it possible to implement the coordination media� whatever media it is actually ex
ploited�

A coordinationoriented methodology obviously leads to a design speci�cation of the
coordination media that can very easily implemented by making use of a programmable
coordination system� such as MARS 	��� TuCSoN	���� and Law Governed Interactions 	����
in which the concepts of mediated interactions via a programmable media have already
found a clean and e�cient implementation� Otherwise� should the multiagent system
rely on a traditional communication infrastructure �e�g�� TCP�IP based messagepassing��
the actual implementation of the system should also include the implementation of the
infrastructure needed to make all interactions compliant with the expected behaviour of
the coordination media� For instance� this can be done by associating �even dynamically�
speci�c communication stubs to the agents in the system� as was done� for example� in the
FishMarket project 	����

� Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has analysed the main issues that arise in engineering multiagent systems for
the Internet� Speci�cally it has shown how a coordination model can act as a powerful
abstraction for both the analysis� design� and actual development of multiagent systems�

An analysis of the state of the art in the area has shown that only a few complete
and wellgrounded methodologies for the analysis and design of multiagent systems have
been proposed so far� In particular� we focused on the Gaia methodology� However� as it
currently stands� Gaia falls short when dealing with open agent systems� It does so because
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it lacks the necessary abstractions to deal with the dynamic arrival and departure of agents�
and with selfinterest agents� More generally� we have identi�ed how Gaia does not support
the concept of a multiagent system as a society� in which agents have to act accordingly to
speci�c social laws�

The adoption of a coordination model as the conceptual abstraction to be exploited
in the analysis and design of multiagent systems for the Internet� enables open systems�
selfinterested agents� and social laws� to �nd a suitable accommodation� On this basis� we
have shown how the methodological concepts introduced by Gaia can be e�ectively com
plemented by the concepts of social laws and coordination media� leading to the de�nition
of a coordinationoriented methodology suitable for multiagent Internet systems�

In the latter part of this chapter� we identi�ed the basic concepts and guidelines to
be integrated in a methodology for the analysis and design of multiagent systems on the
Internet� Naturally� the sketched coordinationoriented methodology is far from being well
de�ned� it requires a more detailed speci�cation� supported by appropriate formalism� In
addition� there are several other issues�not speci�cally addressed by this chapter�that a
software engineering methodology for multiagent system on the Internet has to take into
account� In particular�

� Objectoriented technologies have already recognised the need for reuse in object
oriented software architectures� and exploited them via designpatterns 	���� In the
area of agentoriented programming and multiagent systems� we expect the same
could apply with regard to the most widely used patterns of interactions between
agents �see Chapter ��� and� even more generally� to the most widely used patterns
after which a society of agent can be shaped� In other words� we expect agentpatterns
to catalogue widely used social laws� to be exploited to reuse wellknown behaviours
of the coordination media�

� Interacting in open environments� such as the Internet� requires authentication mech
anisms that allow agents to recognise each other� and control policies for enabling safe
interactions �see Chapter ���� Therefore� analysis and design methodologies should
provide appropriate abstractions to analyse security issues and de�ne security policies�
In this context� it is important to investigate whether a coordination model could be a
suitable abstraction to de�ne and handle security issues� by assuming the coordination
media embed� in addition to embed the social laws� also the �security laws��
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